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Kangaroo Birthing & Maternity
Website: kangaroobirthing.com
Founder: Syreeta Gordon

NurturHer is a platform where postpartum mothers connect with those who drive, deliver and educate
by delivering family sized pre-cooked meals, laundry service and learning tutorials for underserved, low
income birthing persons postpartum.

Toyz Electronics, LLC
Website:toyzelectronics.com
Founder: Damola Idowu, Wole Idowu

Dah-Varsity is an Afrofutristic Metaverse where students create a Superhero version of themselves by developing
STEAM skills and creating and selling assets from their Superherorap stories on an app. Learning includes technical,
creative, and soft skills that prepare students for STEAM careers.

Behaivior AI
Website: www.behaivior.com
Founder: Ellie Gordon

Behaivior has developed the first proactive and individually tailored solution that can reliably detect and
intervene before a crisis occurs, serving as a guardian angel on your wrist. With higher than ever rates of
overdose and mental health crises, a new approach is needed in our highly connected and fast-paced
world.

DisSolves Inc.
Website: www.dissolves.net
Founder: Jared Raszewski, Roddy Gibbs

DisSolves sells the first all-natural, edible packaging that dissolves in water. Food companies buy
DisSolves’ packaging to wrap single servings of their powdered products in water-soluble pods, similar to
the pods found in the detergent industry.

de-bias
Website: de-bias.io
Founder: Amber Thompson

Equity-focused evaluations will "move the needle." de-bias is an accountability tool to center communities in the
foundations of businesses and governments. Their AI driven monitoring and evaluation platform brings transparency

of injustices and community solutions increases access to solutions without barriers associated with budgets or
skills.

Meerkat Village
Website: www.meerkatvillage.com
Founder: Crystal G. Morrison, Ph.D.

Meerkat Village is HIPAA and FERPA-compliant app app built to empower a digital village of parents or guardians,
professionals and natural supports to move with the child throughout every transition, including provider changes,
moving to a different school, or relocating.

Precision Neuroscopics
Website: precisionneuroscopics.com
Founder: Marlene Cohen

Sevo EEG electrodes are a patent-pending EEG accessory to leverage the strength of natural coarse curly hair to hold
traditional electrodes in contact with the scalp of Black patients. Sevo electrodes improve the electrical resistance
between the EEG electrode and the scalp and improve the reliability of recordings.

Make it Home Safe
Website: www.makeithomesafe.com
Founder: Carlton Vreen

Make It Home Safe provides real-time remote identity to police and verification that it is a police officer before the
officer approaches the vehicle on foot.

The Young Dreamers' Bookstore
Website: www.theyoungdreamersbookstore.com
Founder: Nosakhere Griffin-EL, Ph.D.

The Young Dreamers’ Bookstore is a mobile book retail startup founded in 2022 for young children and their families.
The innovative approach to selling books focuses on connecting children with books that speak directly to their
dreams.

Ayudate*
Founder: Alicia Sewald-Cisneros
AYUDATE is unique in that it will offer access to virtual mental health services in Spanish, from the beginning to the
end of treatment, all tailored to the needs of the Hispanic population in Western PA. What is also special is that
AYUDATE will offer on-line psychoeducational groups and courses in Spanish, all in one virtual space, thus creating a
virtual bridge connecting mental health resources in Spanish to Western PA from throughout the state.

*No website or logo available at this time

